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News and Views

Greetings MTG members! Please join us at the hybrid 2022 AADOCR/CADR Annual Meeting & Exhibition. We have an exciting and diverse scientific program including symposia, oral sessions, poster sessions. Sessions are outlined on the following pages.

**Election Results**
The IADR MTG executive board welcomes two new members who will assume their positions at the Business Meeting during the 2022 IADR/APR General Session in Chengdu, China. **Dr. Hongli Sun** (Iowa Institute for Oral Health Research) will step into the role of Councilor and **Dr. Sophia Houari** (Centre de Recherche des Cordelier) becomes our new Vice-President. Welcome!

**New MTG Twitter account**
The MTG has a new twitter account - @IADR MTG. Please follow us and share with your students and colleagues. Your help will be greatly appreciated! The MTG website is [here](#).
Upcoming conferences

Enamel 10 Symposium
Pittsburgh, PA | May 8-12, 2022

IADR/APR General Session & Exhibition Virtual Experience
Chendu, China | June 20-25, 2022

GRS/GRC Biomineralization
Castelldefels, Spain | August 13-19, 2022

MTG sessions at 2022 AADOCR/CADR

The AADOCR/CADR will be a hybrid meeting:

VIRTUAL sessions are only accessible on the hybrid platform. Virtual and in person attendees can use their device to connect to the hybrid platform and attend live or view the recording on demand.

SIMULCAST sessions take place onsite in Atlanta but incorporate virtual speakers and allow virtual attendees to join live via the hybrid platform.

IN PERSON sessions are available live for onsite attendees in Atlanta. All in person Interactive Talks are recorded and available to virtual attendees on demand within 24 hours.

The virtual experience platform for the 2022 conference can be accessed here. For help with the platform, go to the attendee guide. MTG-sponsored sessions are listed below. All sessions are listed in EASTERN U.S. DAYLIGHT TIME (-4 UTC).

Wednesday, March 23

Biology & Pathology of Mineralized Tissues
1:30 PM to 3:00 PM Eastern Daylight Time
VIRTUAL Interactive Talk Session
Session ID: 42
Sponsoring Group/Network(s): Mineralized Tissue

Thursday, March 24

Bone Formation, Engineering & Healing
8:00 AM to 9:30 AM Eastern Daylight Time
IN PERSON Interactive Talk Session
Room: A311 GWCC
Session ID: 57
Sponsoring Group/Network(s): Mineralized Tissue

The Bone Tooth Complex & Periodontitis
11:00 AM to 12:30 PM Eastern Daylight Time
IN PERSON Interactive Talk Session
Room: A311 GWCC
Session ID: 72
Sponsoring Group/Network(s): Mineralized Tissue

FLS #4: Heparan Sulfate Role in Inflammation and Bone Homeostasis
12:45 PM to 1:45 PM Eastern Daylight Time
IN PERSON Focused Learning Sessions
Room: A302 GWCC
Session ID: 77
Sponsoring Group/Network(s): Mineralized Tissue, Periodontal Research, Women in Science Network

Newly Developed Models of Amelogenesis
2:00 PM to 3:30 PM Eastern Daylight Time
VIRTUAL Symposium
Session ID: 81
Sponsoring Group/Network(s): Mineralized Tissue
Emerging Biological and Materials Innovations in Regenerative Periodontics
2:00 PM to 3:30 PM Eastern Daylight Time
SIMULCAST Symposium
Room: A301 GWCC
Session ID: 79
Sponsoring Group/Network(s): Dental Materials, Mineralized Tissue, Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery Research, Stem Cell Biology Research, Women in Science Network

Friday, March 25

Enamel & Dentin
11:00 AM to 12:30 PM Eastern Daylight Time
IN PERSON Interactive Talk Session
Room: A311 GWCC
Session ID: 136
Sponsoring Group/Network(s): Mineralized Tissue

Mineralized Tissue I
2:00 PM to 3:30 PM Eastern Daylight Time
VIRTUAL Interactive Talk Session
Session ID: 150
Sponsoring Group/Network(s): Mineralized Tissue